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Fog on the Moor

2019-12-03

the story relates to a man lost in fog on the moors his life is dramatically
changed travelling through time including war torn britain go with him on
this journey it will make you consider your own mortality

Ashes on the Moor

2019

published in 2019 by arrangement with deseret book company shadow mountain
title page verso

Silent on the Moor

2019-11-11

come back to the intriguing world of lady julia grey in the beloved
historical mystery series from new york times bestselling author deanna
raybourn despite his admonitions to stay away lady julia arrives in yorkshire
to find brisbane as remote and maddeningly attractive as ever cloistered
together they share the moldering house with the proud but impoverished
remnants of an ancient family the sort that keeps their bloodline pure and
their secrets close lady allenby and her daughters dependent upon brisbane
and devastated by their fall in society seem adrift on the moor winds
powerless to change their fortunes but poison does not discriminate between
classes a mystery unfolds from the rotten heart of grimsgrave one lady julia
may have to solve alone as brisbane appears inextricably tangled in its
heinous twists and turns but blood will out and before spring touches the
craggy northern landscape lady julia will have uncovered a gypsy witch a dark
rider and a long buried legacy of malevolence and evil previously published
don t miss the complete lady julia grey mystery series by deanna raybourn
book 1 silent in the grave book 2 silent in the sanctuary book 3 silent on
the moor book 3 5 midsummer night novella book 4 dark road to darjeeling book
5 the dark enquiry book 5 5 silent night novella book 5 6 twelfth night
novella book 5 7 bonfire night novella

The Shadow on the Moor

1931

mushrooms on the moor is a collection of essays from a baptist preacher on
the joys of everyday things like books clothes or even mushrooms boreham
challenges himself to open up the moments of his life into a laughing
precious sweetness accessible to readers from all walks of life excerpt i
have allowed the mushrooms on the moor to throw the glamour of their name
over the entire volume because in some respects they are the most typical and
representative things in it they express so little but suggest so much what
fun we had in the days of auld lang syne when we scoured the dewy fields in
search of them

Mushrooms on the Moor

2019-12-09



the house on the moor is a victorian gothic novel that tells the story of
horace and susan young siblings who live in a household of marchmain with
their cruel father their mother has died under some mysterious circumstances
and as far as susan was concerned that unfortunate incident ultimately
changed her pa as the time passes susan and horace are getting closer to
unravel the mystery and find out about the big secret their father holds

The House on the Moor (Vol. 1-3)

2022-05-17

this book is one of the classic book of all time

Mushrooms on the Moor

2017-07-04

selected by choice magazine as an outstanding academic title speak of me as i
am othello the moor of venice bids in the play that bears his name yet many
have found it impossible to speak of his ethnicity with any certainty what
did it mean to be a moor in the early modern period in the late sixteenth and
early seventeenth centuries when england was expanding its reach across the
globe the moor became a central character on the english stage in the battle
of alcazar titus andronicus lust s dominion and othello the figure of the
moor took definition from multiple geographies histories religions and skin
colors rather than casting these variables as obstacles to our and england s
understanding of the moor s racial and cultural identity emily c bartels
argues that they are what make the moor so interesting and important in the
face of growing globalization both in the early modern period and in our own
in speaking of the moor bartels sets the early modern moor plays beside
contemporaneous texts that embed moorish figures within england s historical
record richard hakluyt s principal navigations queen elizabeth s letters
proposing the deportation of england s blackamoors and john pory s
translation of the history and description of africa her book uncovers the
surprising complexity of england s negotiation and accommodation of
difference at the end of the elizabethan era

Speaking of the Moor

2010-08-03

in a gloomy room looking out through one narrow window upon a moor two young
people together and yet alone consumed the dreary hours of a february
afternoon the scene within doors exhibited scarcely less monotony and
dreariness than did the moor without which stretched black and heavy to the
hills under a leaden sky the room was well sized and lighted only by that one
window which was deeply sunk in the deep wall and hung with terrible curtains
of red moreen enough to kill what little amount of light there was a large
dining table of cold well polished mahogany occupied the centre of the
apartment an old fashioned sideboard and mysterious bureau of the same
character stood out darkly from the walls and hard angular chairs furnished
forth the dining room as it was called but which was indeed drawing room
study boudoir everything to the brother and sister who held occupation of it
now and here were none of those traces of feminine presence which one reads
of in books no pretty things no flowers no embroideries nothing to cast a
grace upon the dulness perhaps that might be partly susan s fault but when
one lives all one s life on the borders of lanwoth moor ten miles off from
the humblest attempt at a town without any money and seeing nobody to stir



one s ambition even a girl of seventeen may be pardoned if she can make
little brightness except that of her presence in her shady place to tell the
truth nobody made much account of susan she was not expected to exert much
influence on the changeless atmosphere of marchmain no one supposed her to be
the flower of that solitude any little embellishments which she tried were
put down ruthlessly and the little girl had long ago learned as the first
duties of womankind to do as she was bid and hold her peace she was seated
now before the fire making a little centre with her work upon the cold
glimmer of the uncovered table she was very fair in her complexion with hair
almost flaxen white teeth blue eyes and a pretty colour she did not look
intellectual nor interesting nor melancholy but sat leaning very closely over
her work because there was not much light and horace stood full between her
and what little there was she had a pair of scissors a reel of cotton and a
paper of buttons on the table before her and on the back of her chair hang a
huge bag made of printed cotton which it was safe to believe was her work bag
there she sat with a little firelight playing vainly upon her dark woollen
dress a domestic creature not very happy but very contented dully occupied in
the silence and the gray afternoon living a life against which her youth
protested but somehow managing to get on with tolerable comfort as women
unawakened and undisturbed do

The House on the Moor Vol.I-III

2018

the house on the moor is a novel by mrs oliphant first published in 1861 this
carefully crafted e artnow ebook is formatted for your ereader with a
functional and detailed table of contents x000d extract x000d behind him hung
by the side of the window in the worst light of the room is a portrait a very
common work done by a mediocre painter but in all probability very like its
original for the face looks down through the gloom with a real smile which
paint cannot give a sweet home like domestic woman such another as susan will
be when the years and the hours have carried her into her own life there can
be no doubt it is susan s mother and this man s wife there is no other
picture in the house and he cares so little for anyone seeing this that he
has hung it in the shadows of the red moreen curtains where nobody can
distinguish the features most likely he knows the features well enough to
penetrate that darkness for though he sits with his back to it most usually
it is for his pleasure it is here

The House on the Moor (Complete)

2020-09-28

kriminalroman

The House on the Moor

2021-01-07

robert murray gilchrist 1868 1917 was a master of mystery and horror as this
richly varied collection shows

The House on the Moor

1861

reprint of the original first published in 1861



Master of the Moor

1982

a victorian novel of teenage children and their father

THE HOUSE ON THE MOOR

1861

a hauntingly beautiful pre sunrise dawn assaults frank dole s senses as he
sets out on his accustomed early morning fishing ritual at a remote shoreline
near his island summer home tiring of the age old routine of ocean
surfcasting the fruitless casting out and reeling in he wanders aimlessly
along the shore and is soon confronted by a mirage both real and alive a
mysterious young woman sleeping supine on a green towel up near the dunes
despite deep confusion and hesitation he screws up enough courage to approach
and engage her in conversation awakening later to an empty beach with no hint
of the woman except for the green towel draped over his legs he proceeds home
completely stymied as to who or what she was and why he had fallen asleep
meanwhile in the nearby village elizabeth geary and her daughter merritt have
recently arrived on the island for the summer to participate in the reopening
and dedication of a long abandoned rural church built far out on the desolate
moors some fifty years earlier by elizabeth s eccentric grandfather matthew
fox what follows can only be described as a virtual treasure hunt replete
with impossible apparitions obscure clues false leads surprising discoveries
and a cast of local village characters each holding partial ill fitting
pieces to the growing puzzle of the chapel s existence duncan dempster is a
freelance writer who having spent the better part of a lifetime employing
words and language as a matter of vocational expedience has discovered late
in life the joys and challenges of juggling words and ideas in a purely
avocational mode a retired career naval officer and later a part time
property manager and internet technician he is now fully retired in the
institutional sense and totally immersed in his newfound career of developing
his dream retirement home on the big island of hawaii his passion for writing
in general and fiction writing in particular knows few bounds save those
imposed by the necessary daily routines of eating sleeping and exercising and
even then words and ideas rattle around in his head like stray atoms vying
for escape

A Night on the Moor and Other Tales of Dread

2006

with an essay on hogg s literary friendships by janette currie and an
appendix on the popular context by suzanne gilbertscottish popular tradition
includes a group of stories about a king who has adventures amorous and
otherwise as he wanders in disguise among his people many of these stories
focus on james v and in walter scott s long narrative poem the lady of the
lake 1810 the king encounters a mysterious lady while he is wandering alone
and unrecognised in the highlands at first sight scott s heroine seems to be
a simple country girl but she turns out to be a daughter of the great
aristocratic house of douglas living for the time being in a rural exile
scott s romantic and aristocratic version of the old wandering king stories
was hugely popular in its day but hogg subverts and questions this tale in
mador of the moor 1816 the name mador suggests made o er made over and mador
of the moor is in effect a makeover of the lady of the lake hogg s poem like
scott s tells how a deer hunt in the highlands leads a disguised king of



scots into a love adventure with a young woman however hogg s heroine ila
moore is not a chaste aristocrat but a girl of low social standing who is
made pregnant by the wandering king ila s inherent resourcefulness and
strength of character suggest that a peasant girl pregnant out of wedlock can
be a heroine fully worthy of respect and mador rejected as shocking and
ridiculous by its original readership now re emerges as a flowing and
immensely readable narrative that eloquently challenges the deeply ingrained
class and gender prejudices of hogg s society

The House on the Moor

1890

in this sweeping historical saga of a young man s journey from successful
merchant to slave to triumphant survivor laila lalami has crafted brilliantly
imagined fiction rewritten to give us something that feels very like the
truth salman rushdie in 1527 the conquistador pánfilo de narváez left the
port of san lucar de barrameda in spain with a crew of more than five hundred
men his goal was to claim what is now the gulf coast of the united states for
the spanish crown and in the process become as wealthy and as famous as
hernán cortés but from the moment the narváez expedition reached florida it
met with incredibly bad luck storms disease starvation hostile indians within
a year there were only four survivors the expedition s treasurer cabeza de
vaca a spanish nobleman named alonso del castillo maldonado a young explorer
by the name of andrés dorantes and his moroccan slave mustafa al zamori the
four survivors were forced to live as slaves to the indians for six years
before fleeing and establishing themselves as faith healers together they
traveled on foot through present day florida texas new mexico and arizona
gathering thousands of disciples and followers along the way in 1536 they
crossed the rio grande into mexican territory where they stumbled on a group
of spanish slavers who escorted them to the capital of the spanish empire
méxico tenochtitlán three of the survivors were asked to provide testimony of
their journey castillo dorantes and cabeza de vaca who later wrote a book
about this adventure called la relacíon or the account but because he was a
slave estebanico was not asked to testify his experience was considered
irrelevant or superfluous or unreliable or unworthy despite the fact that he
had acted as a scout an interpreter and a translator this novel is his story

The House on the Moor

2022-06-04

not as a scientist nor as an evangelist nor as a traveller nor as an author
but as the uncompromising and relentless assailant of ready made clothes
unless you grasp this you will never understand him he scorned all
affectations and imitations he would adopt no style of dress simply because
it was usual under certain conditions he was as an eye witness of his
ordination remarks the last man whom you could place by the woman s canon of
dress and yet his dress was a marvel of adaptation to the part he happened to
be playing on his ordination day when most men assume a garb severely
clerical he was dressed like a country squire thus proclaiming to fathers and
brethren and to all the world that he was not going to allow ordination to
play havoc

Louisa; Or, the Cottage on the Moor

1787



excerpt from louisa or the cottage on the moor i doubt not but there are
among the number of those who may cast a glance on my rural building many who
prefer a more exalted and dignified structure need such to be told cottages
were prior to palaces that the beauty and regulatiniam will relax a little of
its severity about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book
is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state
of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in
rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page
may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works

The House on the Moor

2014-10-18

this collection of literature attempts to compile many of the classic works
that have stood the test of time and offer them at a reduced affordable price
in an attractive volume so that everyone can enjoy them

Mystery on the Moor

1984

reproduction of the original the house on the moor by mrs oliphant

Chapel on the Moor

2014-03

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original
work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references
library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in
the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations
within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant

Roar on the Moor

2021-09-16

on the moor shows how a routine walk in the countryside is enhanced by an
appreciation of science history and natural history to the uninitiated the
moor above hebden bridge in the west yorkshire pennines might seem little
more than acre upon acre of heather and the occasional red grouse but richard
carter s excursions on to his local patch lead him to examine such diverse
topics as charles darwin s weird experiments and ailments the 17th century



skeptic sir thomas browne celtic languages bronze age burials evolution s
kludgy compromises bird migration dna barcoding skull anatomy where earth got
its water the mapping of great britain grouse disease scott of the antarctic
how to define a species ted hughes and sylvia plath the bront s the laws of
thermodynamics why the sky is blue and sunsets red the greenhouse effect the
songs of skylarks snipe courtship vapour trails rooks faces the best way to
cook a wheatear oh and there s even a plane crash

The house on the moor; by the author of Margaret
Maitland

1861

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original
work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references
library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in
the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations
within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant

Mador of the Moor

2019-07-30

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original
work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references
library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in
the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations
within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant

The Moor's Account

2014-09-23

this is a reproduction of the original artefact generally these books are
created from careful scans of the original this allows us to preserve the
book accurately and present it in the way the author intended since the
original versions are generally quite old there may occasionally be certain
imperfections within these reproductions we re happy to make these classics



available again for future generations to enjoy

Mushrooms on the Moor

2015-04-26

Shadows on the Moor Ann Cliff by Ann Cliff

2012

The Mystery on the Moor

1979

Louisa, Or the Cottage on the Moor (Classic
Reprint)

2019-01-16

Life on the Moor

1989-12

The House on the Moor Complete

2016-04-05

The House on the Moor

2018-05-23

Mador of the Moor

2016-05-20

On the Moor

2017-11-19

Louisa; or, the Cottage on the moor, etc. [By
Elizabeth Helme.]

1787



Mushrooms on the Moor

1915

Louisa ; Or, the Cottage on the Moor

1787

MADOR OF THE MOOR

2016-08-29

The House On the Moor

2018-02-18

Louisa; Or, the Cottage on the Moor

2019-08-07
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